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General response to anonymous reviewers 

In this document, we briefly respond to the reviewers' remarks by pointing to the changes made in the 

revised manuscript. We did not expand our analyses for reasons justified in the specific responses; 

however, more than two-thirds of the manuscript has been rewritten to consider the reviewers' 

comments and, accordingly, improve the description of the methods, better discuss the results, and 

clarify and better convey the limitations, perspectives, and conclusion of this work. As a result: 

- The methodology section is more rigorously detailed, with mathematical formulations, 

improved references to the existing literature, and more transparency about our approaches 

relative to those found in the literature; 

- The real experiment result section (section 4) has been shortened to convey only information 

about how to read the results and keep the manuscript within a reasonable length. The 

interpretation is found in the discussion section, which allows reducing redundancy between 

the two sections; 

- The discussion section better comments on our results in dedicated sections (5.1.1 to 5.1.4), 

focusing, in particular, on their meaning in terms of hydrological connectivity, and with 

improved reference to the results found in other comparative studies in hydrology. In parallel, 

we now include a section about the limitations, recommendations, and perspectives (section 

5.2) to clarify our message, especially regarding the reviewers' concerns that future readers 

may share;  

- The introduction and conclusion were revised and shortened to be more straightforward.  

- The other sections, i.e., the study site and data (section 2.2) and the virtual experiment (section 

3), have undergone minor revisions, primarily to address the comments below. 

Due to the magnitude of the revisions, we have not justified the changes in the track changes version. 

Nevertheless, our specific responses below refer to line numbers in the revised manuscript (not the 

tracked changes) to indicate where the comments have been addressed. The comments are indexed 

using the following notation, e.g., R1Ma1 for "Reviewer 1 major comment 1", or R2Mi3 for 

"Reviewer 2 minor comment 3".   
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R1Ma1 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Major comment  

In the application of multivariate causal inference methods (Partial Correlation and Conditional 

Mutual Information), the authors didn't illustrate whether the history of variables is used in the 

conditioning set of variables or not. For instance, if one wants to test for the hypothesis that Y causes 

X using multivariate methods, then ideally the following conditional test should be implemented: 

I(Y_t,X_t ┤| Y_(t-1):Y_(t-τ),X_(t-1):X_(t-τ),Z). This conditional test means that one is testing for the 

statistical relationship between Y and X at time t while conditioning in the history of both variables up 

to a lag time of 𝜏 as well as the set of variables Z which includes all other confounders. This is a 

crucial point in the implementation of multivariate methods because it removes the effect of 

autocorrelation. There are many ways of conditioning in the history of variables; for example, the 

classical Granger causality (Granger, 1969) conditions in the history of X but not Y. Similarly, 

Transfer Entropy (Schreiber, 2000) does the same, whereas methods such as momentary information 

transfer (Pompe & Runge, 2011) conditions on both variables. I think that the authors need to mention 

explicitly what is the conditioning test for both multivariate methods. Please consider adding this 

information with clear mathematical expressions. Also, the parameter 𝜏 is often one of the most 

important hyperparameters in causal inference methods, so a discussion on the value of this 

parameter needs to be included. Please note that 𝜏 in this context is slightly different than 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 

which the authors use to set the maximum lag time for testing interactions. 

The PCMCI test is now explicitly mentioned (Eq. 2, L145) in our rewriting of the methodological 

section (section 2.1.3). The revision also aims to introduce GC and TE better. In response to this 

comment, our description of PCMCI is also more detailed and aims to better describe the method in 

relation to other existing methods: PC, GC, TE, ... (See L171-186). 

R1Ma2 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Major comment  

Related to the previous point, the reason why conditioning in the history of variables is important is 

because hydrologic timeseries of variables are often highly autocorrelated which leads to spurious 

causal links, and this testing removes autocorrelation. This context is important in interpreting the 

results obtained from causal inference methods either in the synthetic or real-world case studies. The 

authors used first-order difference of the original time series to remove the effect of seasonality and 

autocorrelation; however, this is not needed if the implementation of multivariate methods already 

conditions on the history of variables. Please revise the interpretation of results both in sections 3.2 

and 4.2 to highlight this issue of autocorrelation. 

We revised section 3.1 to add the purpose of differencing (L268): "The primary purpose of the 

differenced data is to simply illustrate the effect and value of removing past dependencies (auto-

correlation, seasonality) on the CIMs results. " 

We revised section 3.2 to inform that differencing is indeed not necessary for multivariate methods 

(L280): "... differencing time-series is theoretically useless as PCMCI already conditions on the past of 

variables (Eq. 2) and is capable of dealing with auto-correlation and seasonality" 

We revised section 4.2 (L310): "we chose to report causal graphs for the raw (not differenced) data 

since differencing is unnecessary and reduced the precision of CMI in the virtual experiment (Table 

3)" 

R1Ma3 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Major comment  

I found the discussion section to be lacking and it does not report any insightful comparisons to 

previous work of causal inference in hydrology. For instance, Ombadi et al. 2020 used four causal 

inference methods on a synthetic and real-world case studies with formal investigation on the impact 

of sample length, observational and process noise. Some of the methods used in this paper (e.g., CCM 
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and CMI) were also used in that study. It would be important to compare the findings of both studies 

on the performance of different causal inference methods as this will allow us to build a consensus on 

the suitability of causal inference methods for hydrologic applications. Although Ombadi et al. 2020 is 

perhaps the most relevant to this study, there are other studies that used specifically information-

theoretic approaches for hydrologic systems characterization such as (Jiang & Kumar, 2019). Please 

enrich the discussion section by linking the findings of this study to previous work. 

The discussion section has been completely revised to better discuss our results and relate them to the 

existing literature. We mostly compare them to the study of Ombadi et al. 2020 and Rinderer et al. 

2018, because these are the only comparative study in hydrology, with some reports on the 

performance, e.g., false-positive rates, that we found. 

R1Ma4 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Major comment  

The record length of the timeseries used in this study is relatively short. This is one of the main 

challenges that face the application of causal inference methods in hydrology. In my experience, I 

found that methods based on information theory (e.g., CMI) often needs a long record (~ 2000 – 3000 

data points) to provide reasonable performance. The results shown in this study either for the 

synthetic or real-world case studies are perhaps significantly impacted by the record length yet no 

discussion was included on the effect of record length. Please enrich the discussion section by 

highlighting the potential impacts of sample length. 

In our revised section 2.1.3, we discuss sample size requirements (L155-161). In particular: " Based on 

numerical experiments covering sample sizes from 50 to 2,000 and dimensions up to 10, Runge 

(2018b) recommends using nearest-neighbors estimators of CMI (Frenzel and Pompe, 2007; Vejmelka 

and Paluš, 2008) for short sample size (< 1000)". We considered our synthetic results to be stable and 

this is reflected in Figure 3 and Table 3. The new revised section 5.1.4 elaborates on the problem of 

small sample size and missing values (L412-420). 

R1Ma5 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Major comment  

Finally, there are several places with strange phrasing, or where a term is introduced before it is 

defined, so there is momentary confusion on whether a reference is missing or the sentence is relevant. 

I am highlighting some of these that I noticed in the minor line-by-line comments below. 

The manuscript has undergone several revisions for grammar and spelling. 

R1Ma6 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Major comment  

Some of the basic information on causal inference methods that was mentioned in section 2 is not 

accurate and incorrect. For instance, the description of partial correlation in lines 136-138 is not 

accurate. The authors mention that "partial correlation is like Granger causality". This is quite vague. 

What the word "like" means specifically here? It is true that partial correlation shares similarities 

with Granger causality in the sense that both use linear regression to assess interactions while 

conditioning on potential confounders. However, there are crucial difference too. For instance, 

Granger causality is technically implemented in a different way than partial correlation with setting 

both restrictive and unrestrictive regression models, and testing for statistically significant differences 

using t-test and Ftest. These are very crucial differences. Also, on a higher level, the concept of 

Granger causality is based on what is known as predictive causality and it take into account time 

precedence. The authors should be careful in introducing the different methods and use precise 

information. I suggest that the authors revise section 2.1 by writing clear mathematical expressions 

for each causal inference method, and also be more precise in their description. 
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The entire methodological section has been revised to be more precised. Differences between PCMCI 

and other methods such as GC are clearly exposed in the new section 2.1.3 (L171-186). 

R1Mi1 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

Lines 315-320 and elsewhere: the instability of CMI here is attributed to missing data. This might be 

one of the reasons, but I suspect that the main reason is the short record length (see my major 

comment #4). Also, a possible but unlikely reason is that the instability is the result of changes in the 

dynamic connectivity. This might be true if the timeseries used in Figure 6 (a, b, c and d) correspond 

to different hydrologic conditions (wet vs dry). If this latter case is possible, then it is worth of 

highlight and discussion. 

The new revised section 5.1.4 elaborates on the problem of data length and missing values (L412-

420). For clarity, we do not mix the stability issue with the dynamic intermittency problem. Dynamic 

intermittency is discussed in the new section 5.2 on limitations and perspectives (L451-456), e.g.: "... 

To explore dynamic intermittency, applying the CIMs on a segmentation of the hydrograph (e.g., high 

or low flows), or for different seasons (Ombadi et al., 2020) are two potential options provided that the 

sample size requirements are met ". 

R1Mi2 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

Figures 4 & 5: there are several causal links with arrows pointing toward RF (Rainfall)?? 

Apparently, this is physically incorrect, but I was not able to find any discussion on this in the paper. 

Are these arrows drawn in the wrong way? Or these are the real results obtained from causal 

inference methods? If it is the latter case, then this needs to be discussed. In general, this raises a red 

flag on the accuracy of causal links obtained from the different methods. 

These are not drawn in the wrong way. We now discuss some of these physically irrelevant links. For 

instance, in section  5.1.1 (CCF, L344-345): "Some links are more intriguing and are hardly 

interpreted as a causal relationship, e.g., R5 causing RF." In section 5.1.2 (CCM), we discuss the 

reported relation between P2 and P1 (L371-373). In section 5.1.3 (ParCorr, L395), we mention that 

irrelevant links are alarming, even more, because of their negative feedback on the entire causal graph. 

In the perspective section (5.2, L481-504), we question whether or not one could manually constraint 

multivariate CIMs to prevent physically irrelevant links. 

R1Mi3 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

Lines 228-229: the standard deviation of the noise added to the precipitation signal is unrealistically 

large!! Even the smallest value used here which is 0.05 of the standard deviation of precipitation is 

still large. A proportion of 0.001 of the standard deviation of precip is often sufficient to satisfy the 

condition of causal sufficiency. If process noise is very large, this will impact the results. See Ombadi 

et al. 2020 for the impact of process noise on the performance of different causal inference methods. 

As mentioned in our previous response, we do not consider that our noise level is unrealistic given that 

our model is a toy model and that real case may cover wide range of noise for various spatiotemporal 

scales. Still, we added the following sentence to provide a better representation of the noise level 

(L260): " With such noise levels, we estimated that the correlation between two generated Q_A with 

model configuration 1 (Table 2) would vary on average between 0.96 (eps=0.05) and 0.24 (eps=0.7)". 

We now refer to Ombadi et al. 2020 to discuss the effect of noise for CCM in section 5.1.2 (L376), 

and the question: "could CCM be applied on noisy time-series". We further refer to Ombadi et al. 2020 

while reminding that we did not discuss quantitatively the impact of noise in our study in section 5.2 

(L451). 

R1Mi4 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  
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Lines 230-231: why only the last year was used? Is it a spin-off period to eliminate the impact of 

initial conditions or for computational reasons? 

We now mention that it is a warming up period (L264). 

R1Mi5 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

Lines 252-253: this is perhaps related to the conditioning on the history of variables (see my major 

comments #1 and #2) 

See R1Ma2 

R1Mi6 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

Lines 260-262: This is a well-known issue with causal inference methods. You can refer to some 

studies that pointed to the same issue in evaluating causal inference methods either in hydrology or 

other fields. 

In L295, we now refer to Runge, J.: Discovering contemporaneous and lagged causal relations in 

autocorrelated nonlinear time series datasets, in: Proceedings of the 36th Conference on Uncertainty in 

Artificial Intelligence (UAI), Conference on Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence, 1388–1397, 2020. 

The problem of low recall is covered, and a potential solution is proposed in the perspective section 

(5.2), while referring to the same paper (L465). 

R1Mi7 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

Table 4: please replace the abbreviations with the full name (e.g., TP: True positives) or alternatively 

add this info to the caption of the table so that it can be a standalone component. 

Table 4 is now Table 3 (Table 1 was removed in the process of shortening the paper) and contains the 

full names as suggested. 

R1Mi8 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

Figures 4, 5 and 6: I suppose that the numbers in the arrows denote the lag time of interaction in 

days; however, this was never introduced or mentioned in the captions. Please revise. 

The delay in days is mentioned in the caption and in the main text (L305). The result section has been 

improved to better convey how the results should be read. 

R1Mi9 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

Lines 27-29: some applications of causal inference in hydrology are missing here. For instance, soil 

moisture-rainfall feedback (Wang et al., 2018) or differential impact of environmental drivers of 

evapotranspiration (Ombadi et al., 2020). There are others too if you look in the literature. 

We added two references in the introduction: Ombadi et al., 2020, and Wang et al. 2018. We added 

two more references in the method description: Jiang and Kumar, 2019 (for PCMCI), and Medina et 

al., 2019 (for CCM). 

R1Mi10 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

Lines 35-44: I liked the distinction between structural, functional and effective connectivity. However, 

from the text, it was not clear what is meant by the effective connectivity and how it differs from the 

functional one. 
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For more clarity, we propose a reordering of the previous paragraph and some edits. See the new 

definitions in L41-48. 

R1Mi11 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

11- Line 71: remove "obtained from". Typo. 

Corrected. 

R1Mi12 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

12- Line 144: the correct name is transfer entropy not "entropy transfer" 

We now refer to transfer entropy or TE every time. 

R1Mi13 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

13- Line 150: "computationally expensive and quickly require …". The sentence is not logically 

correct. Please revise. 

Not applicable anymore as the methodological section has been entirely revised to be more precise. 

R1Mi14 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

Line 152: grammatical error in "at section 3". It should be "in section 3" 

Not applicable anymore as the methodological section has been entirely revised to be more precise. 

R1Mi15 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

15- Figure 1 caption: when referring to (a) and (b), please remove the parentheses because it is 

confusing. Only use the parentheses the first time you introduce them. 

Corrected. 

R1Mi16 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

16- Line 291: replace "As for CCM" with "Similar to CCM". The sentence does not read well 

currently. 

Corrected. 

R1Mi17 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

17- Line 15: this sentence does not read well at all. I understand what you want to convey, but it needs 

to be rephrased. Something like "…interactions between variables from timeseries only…etc." 

In the end, we replaced by "… between variables from data only", because we cannot refer to time-

series while referring to the work of Spirtes et al. and Pearl. See L16. 

R1Mi18 -Anonymous reviewer 1 - Minor comment  

18- Lines 98-99: the description of the parameter alpha_pc is not very clear and intuitive to me. Could 

you elaborate? 

We reformulated in L142-144: "The resulting size of Parents' set [note: from the PC selection step] are 

controlled by alpha_PC, a liberal parameter varying between 0 and 1, with the latter being the less 

restrictive case that includes all possible variables." 
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R2Ma1 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Major comment  

The lack of statistically significant links in the CMI method made more sense to me when I noticed the 

sparse dataset (e.g. fewer than 100 data points) that is available for the karst system analysis. In 

general, I think this method would not be expected to produce robust results given this amount of data, 

due to the high dimensional pdfs involved for information theory measures. With this, I think the 

interpretation should not be that CMI performed "worse" in some way, but that it has higher need for 

data length as a much higher dimensional approach, especially relative to the bivariate methods. 

Additionally, it seems like the bivariate methods actually do utilize the full amount of data available 

for any two variables, which means that the comparison is even less "fair" – it might be better to only 

consider the time window in which there is data available for all (or some, like the P1, P2, and P3 

cases in Figures 5 and 6) variables. I think this aspect should be made more clear at the least, and 

possibly deserves a change in the time windows used for the comparison. 

For reasons exposed in our previous answer, we did not consider that applying CCF and CCM on the 

full amount of data was unfair. Simply put, not using the full data set for bivariate methods would 

have been equally unfair, in the sense that it deprives them of an advantage of their own, and from the 

point of view of the principle of induction, which suggests that a generalization must take into account 

the full data set available to construct and/or test it. 

Regarding PCMCI-CMI, the revised manuscript better covers the sample size issue. The improved 

methodology better refers to the testing of Runge (2018) (see the new 2.1.3, L157). Our new 

discussion is much more equivocal on this point (section 5.1.4, L412-420). We did not mean to imply 

that the PCMCI-CMI is worse in some sense. A revision of the abstract and conclusion presents a 

more optimistic and correct message: we recommend PCMCI-CMI while notifying that attention 

should be paid to the sample size issue. 

R2Ma2 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Major comment  

I also have a question about the statistical significance. For example, in some information theory 

based studies, we use a shuffled surrogates method for statistical significance of a given link, which 

would differ from a p-value in a correlation analysis. If the method for identifying a statistically 

significant link varies at all between methods, this also needs to be apparent. 

For CCF (section 2.1.1, L75)), CCM (2.1.2, L99), we mention that a Student t-test is used. For 

PCMCI-ParCorr (2.1.3), the linear model and the Student t-test is clearly explained (L147-149). For 

PCMCI-CMI (2.1.3), we also explain that no analytical test is available for our nearest-neighbor 

estimator of CMI (Runge, 2018). 

Later on, in the CCF (5.1.1, L347) or CCM (5.1.2, L368), we mention that surrogate data test 

(referring to Schreiber, 2000) could be used to better control the number of significant dependencies. 

R2Ma3 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Major comment  

For the synthetic case, I see you used a lot longer dataset than you have available for the real karst 

case study. This could lead to the better performance for the higher dimensional or multivariate 

methods – it might be useful to test the synthetic case for a much smaller dataset and observe or 

confirm whether these methods start to lose their detection of links. This could better show that the 

CMI/ParCorr types of methods do have better performance, but only when given a lot of data. I think 

the differences between the methods might make them inherently difficult to compare, but these are 

some things that could improve the attempt. 
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We did not revise the manuscript following the suggestion because, as explained in our previous 

answer, we believe that such heuristic values could be misleading, and that was not the purpose of our 

toy model.  

Still, we have done the following edits: in section 2.1.2 (CCM, ~L125-129), we mention that, indeed, 

sample length is an issue for all CIM, to different extent and refer to (Runge et al., 2019, and Ombadi 

et. al., 2019). 

As deemed relevant for future readers, we also reformulated our answer in a paragraph (L468-480), 

specifying that the question is complex, study-case related, and that our toy model was not meant for 

that purpose. 

R2Ma4 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Major comment  

Finally, there are several places with strange phrasing, or where a term is introduced before it is 

defined, so there is momentary confusion on whether a reference is missing or the sentence is relevant. 

I am highlighting some of these that I noticed in the minor line-by-line comments below. 

The manuscript has undergone several revisions for grammar and spelling. 

R2Mi1 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 7: "appears unstable" relates to my comment on data length…I think the instability is at least 

partially due to a very small dataset. Either way, it is not very clear what this term means within the 

abstract. 

This sentence has been rewritten (L7-9): " However, for the real study case, the multivariate nonlinear 

method was unstable because of the uneven distribution of missing values affecting the final sample 

size for the multivariate analyses, forcing us to cope with the results' robustness". 

R2Mi2 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 15: "between variables from variables" did not make sense to me 

Rephrase into "between variables from data only". See also R1Mi17 

R2Mi3 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 28: cross-scale 

R2Mi4 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 35-45: This paragraph seemed scattered, and I did not come out of it with a clear understanding 

of "effective connectivity" in particular. Suggest to revise 

Edited. See R1Mi10 

R2Mi5 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 41: "process-based water flows" – I'm not sure if there are non-process-based flows of water? 

Modified. See R1Mi10 

R2Mi6 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 45: "progressive constraint" was not clear to me 

Removed 
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R2Mi7 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 50: "heterogeneity" instead of "hiddenness"? 

This paragraph was substantially modified. We now refer to heterogeneity and hiddenness as follows 

(L53-54): "Assessing structural connectivity in karst systems is a challenging task because of their 

hidden and heterogeneous structure (Bakalowicz, 2005)" 

R2Mi8 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 60: I'm not sure about the sentence "nonlinearity is imputed to nonlinear hydrological 

processes", seems redundant 

Edited. We now refer to the nonlinearity of karst systems as follow (L55-57): "Besides, karst systems 

are known for their nonlinear behavior, which could be imputed to nonlinear hydrological processes, 

e.g., taking the form of power laws, or threshold effects triggering flows (Bakalowicz, 2005; Blöschl 

and Zehe, 2005)" 

R2Mi9 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 65: would be good to re-define CCF here 

For more clarity, all acronyms are defined together in the second paragraph of the introduction (L33-

38). 

R2Mi10 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 74: What do you mean by "to appreciate the results" – to compare with the results, or validate 

them? 

Replaced by: " We expect CIMs to reveal this specific connection"(L68). 

R2Mi11 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 85: "Being multivariate" – I'm not sure that a multivariate approach inherently deals with 

confounding effects. For example, a multiple linear regression is multivariate, but does not do any 

type of conditioning on confounding variables… 

The methodology section has been rewritten to be more precise. 

See our previous answer: We are not sure to understand your point. What we mean here is that, as 

several causes can be entered in the test, it can distinguish - if the problem is well posed and fulfills 

the condition of causal sufficiency - between direct and indirect causation. A multilinear regression, 

such as Granger causality, can do the same. In that sense, we consider that it can cope with 

confounding variables 

R2Mi12 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 93: PC and MCI are brought up, and then defined later – would be better to re-arrange such that 

we are not wondering what they are. 

See R2Mi9 

R2Mi13 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 99: "not preselection" to "no preselection"? 

No longer applicable since PCMCI description has been entirely revised. 
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R2Mi14 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 103: reference for causal sufficiency? In general, this is a good point for any analysis, you 

particularly reference it for CMI, could state that this hypothesis really underlies all your methods… 

Indeed, causal sufficiency is related to the principle of common cause. We mention it in the new 

PCMCI section 2.1.3 (L164): "PCMCI is based on a strict framework of assumptions: faithfulness, 

causal sufficiency, the absence of contemporaneous dependencies, the Causal Markov Condition, 

stationarity, [...] Causal sufficiency implies that monitored variables include all common causes, 

following the principle (Reichenbach, 1956). 

R2Mi15 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Section 2.2.1: I felt like you did some discussion previously that was particular to each method, but 

then you have these sections for each method separately. I would move some of the above material at 

the beginning of 2.1 into these sections directly, and save the "causal sufficiency" aspect at the 

beginning as it applies to any method. 

The revised introduction, methodological, and discussion sections were entirely reworked to be more 

transparent, precise, and better separated. In the end, we did not introduce causal sufficiency in the 

introduction as it is not clearly discussed in some causal inference framework as CCM. CCM rather 

elaborates on the concept of synchrony (now explained in the CCM section 2.1.2, ~L105). We rather 

refer to the principle of common cause in the introduction, which is more general, and less related to 

the terminology of the PCMCI framework. See also  R2Mi14. 

R2Mi16 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 121: "overall good performance of this value" is vague, do you mean for the synthetic study, or 

the real study, or in general? 

For more clarity, we added (L91): "due to the overall good performance of this value during our 

preliminary testing" 

R2Mi17 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 136: I don't think you have introduced Granger Causality 

The revised methodological section 2.1.3 on PCMCI now correctly introduce GC (L135 and L174). 

See also R1Ma6. 

R2Mi18 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 153: Is two weeks of computation for a single processor? I figure it would take different amounts 

of time depending on whether you used a laptop or a server, etc, so could make this more clear. 

In the revision (section 2.1.3, L161), we rather refer to Runge (2018)'s testing while mentioning that 

the test is computationally expensive. The computational time we experienced is mentioned in the 

supplementary materials SM2.3, with the associated laptop hardware. 

R2Mi19 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 176: It seems like for 2014-2017 time-series, there would be more than 465 time steps, implying 

the presence of gaps. This also comes into play in terms of your total data length for the multivariate 

methods. Basically, the counts in Table 2 make it seem like there is more data available than there 

actually is, when you start comparing multiple datasets (with 48 data points being the total overlap). 
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We hope that the issue of missing values is more cleary exposed in the revised version of the 

manuscript, with a better description of the conditioning mechanisms in section 2.1.3 (L139 and 156-

159), the temporal gaps in the data (section 2.2, L220-231), and the dedicated discussion in section 

5.1.4  (L412-434). 

R2Mi20 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 204: "problematic case of the common cause" – after this, you define what this means, but as it 

is, the phrase seems a little mysterious, like a Sherlock Holmes story. 

This has been modified (L236): "a simple hydrological reservoir model is inspired by the common 

cause problem (Fig. 2)" 

R2Mi21 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 210: haven't defined Qb' yet 

This has been rephrased (L241): "For comparison, we consider a case where Q_A is effectively 

connected to another series Q_B' ... " 

R2Mi22 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 230: This is a "synthetic study" but the years make it seem like you are using actual data from 

your real study? 

We added  "computed from real data (section 2.2., ~L245)" in the caption of Fig 2. 

R2Mi23 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 234: What is a differenced dataset? This comes up a few times and I'm not completely sure what 

it is…whether it is the increment or something done in the modeling process. 

We added ",  i.e., Y_t - Y_{t-1}," to be explicit (L267). 

R2Mi24 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 270: "If causality is hard to infer…" is not a great sentence, excusing a complicated figure and 

telling us it actually makes sense. You could just remove this. 

Such formulation does not appear anymore in the revised discussion of CFF (secton 5.1.1) 

R2Mi25 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 297: "is be removed" 

Such formulation does not appear anymore in the revised discussion of ParCorr (section 5.1.3) 

R2Mi26 -Anonymous reviewer 2 - Minor comment  

Line 338: "evanescent singularity" is unclear 

The sentence is removed from our revised discussion. 

R3Ma1 -Anonymous reviewer 3 - Major comment  

 

Comparison between CCM and CMI-based PCMCI. The current comparison based on noisy data is 

unfair to CCM, because CCM is more suitable for deterministic dynamics and does not work well in a 
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stochastic system. Also, the authors used different levels of noises in the synthetic study. Still, only the 

averaged results are reported in Figure 3, and the noise impact on the performances of the four 

methods remains unknown. Therefore, I suggest, at least in the synthetic case study, performing the 

comparison based on a noise-free/deterministic system and a thorough evaluation of the noise impact. 

As mentioned in our response, we consider the idea of a CCM limited to deterministic dynamics to be 

advanced in the literature but, in our opinion, too conservative. Our opinion is more apparent in the 

new version and related to the littérature: see the last two paragraphs of section 2.1.2 (L100-129) and 

CCM discussion (5.1.2). In particular, we refer to Ombadi et al. (2020) for the evaluation of the effect 

of noise. 

R3Ma2 -Anonymous reviewer 3 - Major comment  

Limited data points for computing CMI. In the real case study, the inferred causality from CMI-based 

PCMCI is much less trustable, given only 465 datapoints of 7 variables (what is the maximum allowed 

number of conditioned variables set in PCMCI by the way?). In fact, it is somehow expected that the 

CMI-based PCMCI does not work well using this limited dataset (even for a three-dimensional CMI 

estimation, several hundred data points might not be sufficient). Although the authors acknowledged 

this limitation, I strongly recommend a corresponding synthetic study to evaluate the impact of dataset 

size and the number of variables in CMI-based PCMCI, which is very critical to guide the current and 

future causality analysis in earth science inferred by the PCMCI algorithm. 

This comment relates to the concerns of the other reviewer as well. See R1Ma4, R2Ma1, and, in 

particular, R2Ma3. 

R3Mi1 -Anonymous reviewer 3 - Minor comment  

Lines 67 and 68: Please spell out ParCorr and CMI. 

For more clarity, all acronyms are defined together in the second paragraph of the introduction. See 

also R2Mi9 

R3Mi2 -Anonymous reviewer 3 - Minor comment  

Line 144: "entropy transfer" –> "transfer entropy" 

Corrected. See also R1Mi12 

R3Mi3 -Anonymous reviewer 3 - Minor comment  

Lines 147 and 148: "The nearest-neighbor estimator is recommended for time-series below 1000 

samples"... under what dimensionality? 

This is now mentioned in section 2.1.3 (L158) and discussed in section 5.1.4 (L415-420). See R1Ma4. 

R3Mi4 -Anonymous reviewer 3 - Minor comment  

Line 238: Qb -> QB 

Corrected. B in now capitalized 

R3Mi4 -Anonymous reviewer 3 - Minor comment  

Line 356: "constraint causal inference" –> "constrain causal inference" 

No longer applicable and corrected in the revised discussion. Constrain/constraint is in its correct form 

everywhere in the manuscript. 
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R4Ma1 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Major comment  

I was confused about the difference between the original dataset and the differenced dataset when 

comparing the outcomes of the methods. I am not sure what was differenced to produce such different 

results within the method. Further clarification on this would be great. 

Same as R2Mi23. We added ",  i.e., Y_t - Y_{t-1}," to be explicit (L267). 

R4Ma2 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Major comment  

When you find contemporaneous links, could this be due to shorter term processes that could be 

resolved with a shorter time step? So an instant link means that the data are already synchronized and 

presumably there exists a measurable scale that could capture the actual lag of that information flow. 

Is that possible for the karstic data? 

As mentioned in our previous answer, we consider contemporaneous links to be an issue at all scales. 

In the new manuscript section 5.2, we mention the following perspective (L464-468): " In particular, a 

new algorithm, PCMCI+, deals with contemporaneous links and strong auto-correlation in series, with 

the promises of stronger recall and well-controlled false-positive rate (Runge, 2020). Besides auto-

correlation, we found that contemporaneous links are numerous and compromise the recovery of 

causal direction based on the principle of priority. As contemporaneous links may concern 

hydrological systems at all spatiotemporal scales, we recommend exploring PCMCI+ for future 

studies..". 

R4Ma3 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Major comment  

Discussion section: The discussion section could be improved by highlighting the results in terms of 

the connectivities described in the introduction, especially for the real case study. Also, greater 

connections between these results and previous studies on CIMs would add better context to the 

contributions of this study. 

Also in response to R1Ma3, the discussion section has been entirely revised to be more insightful and 

related to other comparative studies in hydrology (i.e., Rinderer et al, 2018; Ombadi et al., 2020). For 

each method, we specifically discuss (section 5.1.1 to 5.1.4) the results in terms of connectivity. 

R4Mi1 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L66: You state the abbreviation of the method before stating the actual name. Please correct 

For more clarity, all acronyms are defined together in the second paragraph of the introduction (L33-

38). See also R2Mi9 

R4Mi2 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L70: The phrase "obtained from" is repeated twice. 

Corrected. Same as R1Mi11. 

R4Mi3 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L99: Change "not" to "no" 

The methodological section has been entirely revised, and this mistake is no longer present. 

R4Mi4 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  
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Figure 1 caption: It is unclear what the red areas are showing in the figure based on the description. 

Is it the overlapping time-spans for all data? Or just the portion that can be analyzed using a 5-day 

lag? Please clarify. 

The last paragraph of section 2.2 (L220-231) has undergone minor edits to clarify that the red areas are 

indeed overlapping time-span given a lag of 5 days.  

The reduction of the final time-domain is also better explained in the methodological section of 

PCMCI (2.1.3, L139) and its implications in terms of stability for PCMCI-CMI in section (5.1.4, 

L412-424). 

R4Mi5 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L210: What is QB'? 

QB' is now properly introduced. See R2Mi21. 

R4Mi6 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L218: Move the phrase "with R either A or B" earlier, when you first introduce HR. 

Corrected as suggested. 

R4Mi7 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L225, that paragraph: What is the length of the dataset? How did you set your length to ensure 

sufficient data for applying the CIMs? 

The length of the dataset is mentioned in L263 (one year). 

See our previous answer: "The length is 365 days (L230). We did not ensure this but did not notice any 

particular unstable behavior, the performance was satisfactory and fully detailed in Table 2 [erratum: 

mistake, in the revised version Table 3]. Possibly, we would have obtained better results with longer 

dataset. In the revised perspective and recommendation, we recommend using a virtual case 

mimicking the signal properties to answer this type of case specific questions." 

The above-mentioned recommendation is found in the perspective section (5.2), in the end of the 3rd 

paragraph (~L473). 

R4Mi8 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L233: Formatting issue for variable HAB. 

Corrected. 

R4Mi9 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L238, that paragraph: It would help to reference specific parts of Figure 3 in the paragraph 

We now reference the panels in the main text: "...obtained with the four CIMs (a to d)" (L270 and 

below). 

R4Mi10 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L271: Are the patterns shown in the figure or just stated here? It is difficult to know which 

relationships you are showing. I am also confused by what you mean by the time dependencies 

flipping as you can't have a negative delay? Please clarify. 
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To avoid redundancies and clarify the paper, we restructured such that the results aim at conveying 

how to read the outcomes presented in the Figures. Any interpretation of the result is found in the 

specific discussion section. For CCF and the present comment's concern, we meant that the sign of the 

correlation is flipping. We reformulated in section 5.1.1, L340:  

"[...] Often, positive relationships, e.g., R5 -> P2 with d={2, 3}, follow negative ones that are more 

interpretable as a transfer (e.g., R5 -> P2 with d= {0, 1}). This pattern is rather a phasing artifact 

captured by CCF interpretable as: "after the rain, the good weather", and vice-versa. " 

R4Mi11 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L297: Phrase "P2 is be removed" is awkward. Please revise. 

This mistake is no longer found in the revised version of the manuscript. 

R4Mi12 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L317: You state the instability of the CMI may be due to the interdependence of the ERT data. Could 

this be considered a strength? Since this means it can detect that these data were already inter-related 

and therefore do not function well as independent nodes in the network? 

See our previous answer: "We are not sure to understand how this can be a strength. We prefer to keep 

this as an explanatory hypothesis that could deserve further consideration. … " 

Our hypothesis is better formulated in section 5.1.4, second paragraph (L420-425). 

R4Mi13 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

L329: Change "compare" to "compared" 

The discussion section has been entirely revised, and this mistake is no longer present. 

R4Mi14 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

Supporting information: There are some minor spelling mistakes in the document. 

The supplementary materials have been rechecked for grammar and spelling. 

R4Mi15 -Anonymous reviewer 4 - Minor comment  

Figure SM2 caption: Are the descriptions for the symbols switched? 

Figure SM2 seems correct to us. The usual source of confusion is that CCM forecast direction is the 

opposite of the causal direction being tested. Another possible source of confusion is that, in the 

literature, causal dependencies are often found in the left (<0), because delays are reported according 

to a forecast horizon t+d. In our case, the causal dependencies are found on the right (positive d), since 

we test t-d.  


